Faustino’s Re-Opening Procedure
We are pleased to announce we will be re-opening on Saturday 4th July from 5pm. We will
be open from 5pm Sunday to Thursday evenings & from 12 noon Friday & Saturday’s
through the evening.
Our main menu, that we only launched right before lockdown will be available, with all the
Steaks, Tapas, Paella and Burgers, but also we have our cocktail menu and will still have our
shot deals etc.
We will also continue to offer our takeaways, collections and deliveries, as these have been
very popular and we are aware not everybody is able to come out, but would still like to
enjoy the takeaways.

The rules…
● There will be no chance of standing, whether in the alleyway, indoors or sitting at
the bar, only at a table with table service.
● We have sanitizer stations which we would ask people please use as they enter and
leave the building, as well as making use of during their visit.
● Please book tables on 01730 814745 for eating and drinking, although eaters will get
the priority.
● There will be a maximum of 6 people per table, this is however limited to people
being from only 2 households. If you do not arrive within 10 minutes of your booking
time it may be given to somebody else and we may not be able to find you another
table.
● Tables we envisage, especially at weekends, will be in high demand, so therefore we
will give priority to people who book early, but we want to be able to accommodate
everybody’s needs, so there may be shortened table times once you’ve completed
your meal to make way for others.
● Due to government legislation only limited numbers of people are permitted inside,
however we do have tables in the garden available, weather permitting. If your table
is in the garden and not useable, we will try to find you space indoors, however if
this isn’t possible we may not be able to accommodate you.
● All our tables are distanced 1 metre apart and must stay-so.

The rules continued…
● We require contact information from each person who comes in, that will be
recorded on arrival & retained on record for 21 days.
● Using the toilets will be on a strictly one-in, one-out basis, no more than one person
may be in the toilet at a time.
● The pool table we’re afraid is out of bounds due to government guidelines.
● Also dancing is not permitted sadly, or loud or courtyard music.
● When Faustino’s closes you will be asked to leave one table at a time and there will
be no loitering in the alleyway or outside!
● Please be aware you must be compliant to the rules and we will ask you to leave if
you do not stick to these.

However on the plus side we will be having plenty of special
nights…
● Quiz night on a Thursday twice a month
● Faustino’s Fiesta Friday’s, Cocktails will be ½ price all evening, not just 5-8pm like the
other nights
● South American Sunday’s, this will include a Milanesa with either a pint of San
Miguel/Estrella or a Fernet & Coke for just £13!!!

And Finally
Please help us, as we can’t stress enough, this is as new to us as it is to you, we want our
loyal customers to enjoy Faustino’s as always, and we will endeavour to make things as
normal as possible, but under rules from the government.
All we ask is that you are respectful to us and each other, as you know we have no choice in
this and it does not matter who you are, there are no exceptions!
We look forward to welcoming you all back to Faustino’s and hope we can all make the
most of it and appreciate this chance to be back up and running with some kind of
normality.

Many Thanks
Pete & the team at Faustino’s

